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COVID State of Affairs: July 7

Driven by Omicron sub-variants, country-level hotspots are now peppered across the

globe. Yesterday, the WHO reported cases are on the rise in 110 countries, causing

overall global cases to increase by 30% over the past two weeks. Of course, these

numbers and country-level comparisons are only as accurate as tes`ng and

repor`ng.
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(WHO)

In Europe, BA.4/5 is driving a case surge. Hospitaliza`ons in Portugal finally peaked

and are well on their way down. Hospitaliza`ons in other European countries

con`nue to rise, though.

In the U.K., it’s clear that hospitaliza`ons rising are both with and for COVID19. The

distribu`on seems to be stubbornly consistent since a switch during the first

Omicron wave last winter, when hospitaliza`ons for COVID19 took the lead.
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In India, all eyes are on a new variant: BA.2.75. Aier first being discovered at the

end of May, it quickly took hold and now accounts for 25% of cases, with most

samples reported from Maharashtra (Mumbai). There is sparse tes`ng data in India

(see the grey bar charts in the figure below), but BA.2.75 appears to be

outcompe`ng BA.5 and BA.2 (with a growth advantage of 17% thus far). This means

it has the poten`al to cause a wave and is important to follow. BA.2.75 cases have

been iden`fied in other countries, like Australia, New Zealand, U.K., and Germany,

but remain low at this `me.
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(Mike Honey Twitter)

BA.2.75 carries eight addi`onal muta`ons on the spike protein compared to BA.2.

There are two muta`ons in par`cular that are cause for concern: G446S and R493Q.

G446S is at one of the most potent sites of escape from an`bodies. As the Bloom

Lab interes`ngly pointed out in the figure below, BA.2.75’s impact will be dependent

on infec`on history. Among those with a previous BA.1 infec`on, the probability of

immune escape at spot 446 (and thus infec`on) is lower than those with a previous

BA.2 infec`on.
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(Bloom Lab Twitter)

A few more thoughts on this sub-variant:

1. Let’s be glad the muta`on G446S isn’t on BA.5. If it was, this subvariant could

make an even bigger impact. If BA.2.75 does take off, it will be co-circula`ng

with BA.5, so keeping a close eye on recombinants will be important.

2. This makes the fall booster conversa`on interes`ng. Last week, the FDA

authorized a BA.4/5 vaccine formula. However, one could make the

argument that the original BA.1 vaccine formula would be beper with this

BA.2.75 news. But, chasing variants is never going to work. Our goal should

be broaden protec`on. An Omicron vaccine will do that, regardless of the

sub-variant circula`ng.

United States

In four short months, four Omicron sub-lineages have come and gone in the U.S.

Currently, BA.4/5 made a fast entrance and now accounts for more than 70% of

tests. Interes`ngly, BA.4 stopped (or substan`ally slowed) growth, so this is really

now a story about BA.5. It’s not clear whether BA.5 will result in a wave in the U.S.

given our BA.2.12.1 history that other countries did not experience. If we do get a

BA.5 wave, it would start about now, so all eyes are on epidemiological trends.
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(CDC)

The U.S. holds a steady state of ~100,000 reported cases per day. This equates to

about 1M “true” cases per day, using back of the napkin math. (At the height of the

first Omicron wave, we experienced ~3.9M true cases per day). The steady state is

reflected in na`onal wastewater with plateauing trends across every region.

Regional wastewater trends, past 6 weeks (panel 1) and entire pandemic (panel 2).
Purple= Midwest; Orange= Northeast; Pink=South; Green=West. Source: Biobot

Analytics

Interes`ngly, our na`onal test posi`vity rate (TPR) con`nues to increase and is at a

high rate of 17%. Anecdotally, it feels like more and more people are tes`ng posi`ve,

too.
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(CDC)

The disagreeing paperns between cases/wastewater and TPR could mean that a

wave is about to come (historically, TPR trends upwards first). Or it’s a reflec`on that

cases are just a terrible measure of community transmission. Lack of tes`ng, lack of

repor`ng an`gen tests, and biased tes`ng (some groups are more likely to get

tested than others) are crea`ng really weird trends in metrics. This begs the

ques`on: How do we detect a wave at this point in the pandemic?

Hospitaliza`ons con`nue to creep up and, on average, 389 Americans are dying each

day. Severe disease will con`nue to occur. As the Kaiser Family Founda`on reported,

in some states, 3 in 4 people are not up to date on their COVID-19 vaccines (this

figure does not include the 4th dose). Also, as we just saw in Portugal, vulnerable

groups like the elderly are at risk from high transmission, even if vaccinated. While

incredibly tragic, hospitaliza`ons and deaths do remain below any previous peaks,

which is progress.
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(News nodes)

Bottom line

BA.5 is impac`ng countries across the globe. It’s story in the U.S. is yet to be

determined. It’s important to note, though, that we already have a very high, steady

level of transmission. In addi`on, SARS-CoV-2 con`nues to mutate so quickly that we

start talking about the next variant (BA.2.75) before the current wave peaked.
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